
Anleitung für Kreativ-Set Pinguin
Instructions No. 1356
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 45 Minutes

These funny penguins are the absolute hit. Whether as a creative decoration-Article for your home or as a gift - the penguins from Polystyrene and Foam sheets
will put a smile on anyone's face in no time. With these step-by-step instructions and the matching motif template, you can easily recreate the cute penguins.

Here's how it works:
1. Paint the Polystyrene balls with black handicraft colours and let them dry well.

2. Transfer the templates to the Foam sheets and cut them out with scissors. Note the different colours for the penguin's eyes, pupils, beak and feet. 

3. Warm up the Foam sheets with the hair dryer. After warming up the Foam sheets , curve it slightly with your hands so that it conforms to the curves of the
Polystyrene ball . 

4. Now glue on all the foam rubber parts that have been cut out. 

5. At the end the Wobbly eyes are put on and on the beak with Marker the nostrils are marked according to the template.

The painted Polystyrene balls can be removed with VBS Aqua-Lacquer can be coated. The varnish gives the penguins a shiny appearance. For gluing you can
use your styrofoam glue 

Tip: To give each penguin an individual look, you can make other lovely accessories for your penguins from Foam sheets and other materials. From ear muffs
to kissing mouths to cheeky mullet, everything is possible.

Article number Article name Qty
615755 VBS Polystyrene ball set, 13 pieces 1
652124-01 VBS Foam rubber, 2 mmBlack 1
652124-34 VBS Foam rubber, 2 mmOrange 1

Article information:



601093 VBS Wobbly eyes to glue on "Mix", 100 pieces 1
110655 UHU creativ "Styrofoam & Craft Foil 1
753432 VBS acrylic varnishGlossy 1
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